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ETHICS COMMISSION v. FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
COMMISSION—CONCURRENCE

PALMER, J., concurring. Because I agree with the
plaintiff, the ethics commission of the town of Glastonbury, that the relief ordered in the present case by the
named defendant, the freedom of information commission (commission),1 constituted an abuse of discretion
under General Statutes § 1-206 (b) (2), I also agree with
the majority that the judgments of the trial court must
be reversed. I disagree, however, with the majority’s
reasoning, namely, that the commission lacks the
authority to remediate a violation of the Freedom of
Information Act (act), General Statutes § 1-200 et seq.,
by directing the plaintiff to engage in certain future
conduct, namely, recording its executive sessions for
the next three years, because I see no reason why the
commission is categorically prohibited from imposing
such prospective relief. In my view, the majority’s conclusion has no support in the language of the act, in its
legislative history or in its broad, remedial purpose.
On the contrary, prospective relief of the general type
imposed in the present case falls comfortably within
the broad grant of remedial authority afforded the commission under § 1-206 (b) (2). Nevertheless, I would
reverse the trial court’s judgments because I believe that
the remedy that the commission imposed constituted an
abuse of discretion under the facts presented.
I
I turn first to the majority’s determination that the act
forecloses the commission from imposing any remedy,
including the remedy imposed in the present case, that
‘‘bears no direct remedial effect on the violation established by the complaint’’ because of its prospective
nature. Under General Statutes § 1-206 (b) (2), the commission is authorized to ‘‘order the agency to provide
relief that the commission, in its discretion, believes
appropriate to rectify the denial of any right conferred
by the . . . [a]ct.’’2 Despite this expansive language,
the majority concludes that § 1-206 (b) (2) does not
vest the commission with authority to order that an
agency engage in specified conduct in the future, unless
the order ‘‘bears [a] direct remedial effect’’ on the violation, because, in the majority’s view, any other order
cannot be deemed to ‘‘rectify,’’ that is, to make or set
right, or remedy,3 ‘‘the denial of [a] right conferred by
the . . . [a]ct . . . .’’ (Citation omitted; internal quotation marks omitted.) Thus, under the majority’s analysis, § 1-206 (b) (2) operates as a strict limitation on the
commission’s authority to issue a remedial order that
goes beyond requiring the offending agency to take only
those steps necessary to fix or correct the violation at
issue. In other words, the majority concludes that the
act precludes the commission from imposing any rem-

edy that requires an agency to implement measures that
will eliminate or reduce the likelihood of any similar
future violations, no matter how likely or flagrant those
future violations may be. I disagree with this interpretation of § 1-206 (b) (2).
At the outset, it bears emphasis that ‘‘the legislature’s
use of a broad term in an administrative context, without attempting to define that term, evinces a legislative
judgment that the agency should define the parameters
of that term on a case-by-case basis.’’ (Internal quotation marks omitted.) Celentano v. Rocque, 282 Conn.
645, 653, 923 A.2d 709 (2007); accord Ottochian v. Freedom of Information Commission, 221 Conn. 393, 398–
99, 604 A.2d 351 (1992); cf. West Hartford Education
Assn., Inc. v. DeCourcy, 162 Conn. 566, 580–81, 295
A.2d 526 (1972). As the Appellate Court has explained,
the language of § 1-206 (b) (2) authorizing the commission to provide relief that the commission, ‘‘in its sound
discretion, believes appropriate to rectify the denial of
any right conferred by [the act],’’ constitutes a ‘‘broad
grant of authority [to the commission] to remedy violations of the disclosure provisions of the [act] . . . .’’
(Internal quotation marks omitted.) Horn v. Freedom
of Information Commission, 16 Conn. App. 49, 52–53,
547 A.2d 56 (1988). Indeed, it is difficult to imagine a
more expansive grant of remedial authority than that
conferred on the commission by § 1-206 (b) (2). The
majority, however, limits that authority in a way that
cannot be reconciled with the exceedingly broad language used by the legislature when it enacted § 1-206
(b) (2). Moreover, ‘‘[c]ourts grant an agency particular
deference when it has expertise in a given area and a
history of determining factual and legal questions similar to those at issue.’’ Celentano v. Rocque, supra, 653;
see also MacDermid, Inc. v. Dept. of Environmental
Protection, 257 Conn. 128, 139, 778 A.2d 7 (2001). Of
course, the commission regularly has been called on
to craft appropriate remedies under § 1-206 (b) (2) since
that remedial authority was granted to the commission
in 1977; Public Acts 1977, No. 77-609, § 6; just two years
after the commission itself came into being with the
passage of the act. See Public Acts 1975, No. 75-342,
§ 15.
The broad language of § 1-206 (b) (2) is fully consistent with ‘‘[t]he overarching legislative policy of [the
act, namely] one that favors the open conduct of government and free public access to government records.
. . . The sponsors of the [act] understood the legislation to express the people’s sovereignty over the agencies which serve them . . . and this court consistently
has interpreted that expression to require diligent protection of the public’s right of access to agency proceedings.’’ (Emphasis added; internal quotation marks
omitted.) Board of Selectmen v. Freedom of Information Commission, 294 Conn. 438, 450, 984 A.2d 748
(2010). Because our construction of § 1-206 (b) (2) is

guided by these policies, on which the act is founded,
that provision must be viewed as affording the commission significant leeway in determining how best to
address violations of the act. The majority gives no
weight to these important considerations in concluding
that § 1-206 (b) (2) prohibits the commission from
imposing any prospective remedy unless that remedy
is necessary to correct the violation that already has
occurred.
The majority acknowledges, as it must, that, ‘‘for
many years, the commission has issued certain types
of orders that have prospective effect.’’ In particular,
the commission frequently has mandated that an agency
comply, in the future, with the commission’s interpretation of what the act requires. The commission also
has ordered officials of offending agencies to attend
educational workshops on the act. Although observing
that ‘‘the propriety of such orders is not before [the
court] in the present case,’’ the majority attempts to
place such orders outside the purview of its holding,
asserting that they are ‘‘substantively distinguishable
from the orders in the present case.’’ Apparently, the
majority seeks to distinguish these orders because they
obviously provide an effective means for ensuring compliance with the act by agencies that have failed to do
so, in some cases repeatedly. See, e.g., Massaro v. Board
of Fire Commissioners, Freedom of Information Commission, Docket No. FIC 1996-76 (August 28, 1996)
(directing agency’s future compliance with provisions
of act as interpreted by commission and ordering that
agency members attend workshop on act conducted by
commission because of agency’s repeated violations of
act). Although it is no doubt true that those orders are
‘‘substantively distinguishable’’ in a number of important respects from the remedy imposed in the present
case, they cannot be distinguished from the present
remedy on the basis that they bear a ‘‘direct remedial
effect’’ on the violation. On the contrary, it is readily
apparent that neither of these remedies has any ‘‘direct
remedial effect’’ on the violation itself. Rather, each
such remedy is designed to ensure future compliance
with the requirements of the act, just like the remedy
that the commission imposed in the present case.4
The majority’s unsuccessful attempt to save these
two prospective remedies from its construction of § 1206 (b) (2) as barring any order that ‘‘bears no direct
remedial effect’’ on the violation underscores the fundamental flaw in the majority’s analysis. Because the remedies of requiring future compliance with the act and
attendance at a workshop on the act clearly are beneficial, and because there is nothing in the language or
purpose of the act to suggest that these remedies fall
outside the authority of the commission, it is apparent
why the majority seeks to distinguish them from the
category of remedies that the majority concludes are
unauthorized under § 1-206 (b) (2). The majority’s effort

to do so is unavailing, however, because, as I explained,
neither the remedy of requiring future compliance with
the act nor the remedy of requiring attendance at a
workshop on the act reasonably can be deemed to have
a ‘‘direct remedial effect’’ on the violation. Yet to avoid
prohibiting the use of those prospective remedies in
the future, the majority insists that they have such an
effect rather than reconsider the logic of its conclusion
that only remedies with a direct remedial effect are
authorized under § 1-206 (b) (2).
As this court explained some years ago, the act
‘‘expresses a strong legislative policy in favor of the
open conduct of government and free public access to
government records. . . . At the time of its unanimous
passage by the General Assembly, the act was noted
for making ‘sweeping changes’ in the existing ‘right to
know’ law so as to ‘mark a new era in Connecticut
with respect to opening up the doors of city and state
government to the people of Connecticut.’ 18 S. Proc.,
Pt. 5, 1975 Sess., p. 2323; 18 H.R. Proc., Pt. 8, 1975 Sess.,
p. 3907. The general rule under the act is disclosure.
. . . As Representative Martin B. Burke, who sponsored the bill which was enacted, expressly stated on
the floor of the house, the intent of the act ‘[was] to
make every public record and every public meeting
open to the public at all times with certain specified
exclusions.’ 18 H.R. Proc., [supra], p. 3907.’’ (Citations
omitted.) Board of Trustees v. Freedom of Information
Commission, 181 Conn. 544, 550, 436 A.2d 266 (1980).
In accordance with this view of the purpose, import
and reach of the act, the legislature intentionally chose
broad and inclusive language in crafting the act’s remedial provision, that is, § 1-206 (b) (2), and the majority’s
cramped interpretation of the provision is manifestly
incompatible with that wording. Indeed, the majority’s
construction thwarts the public policy underlying the
act by limiting the remedial authority of the commission
in a manner unintended by the legislature. That construction is particularly unfortunate because agencies
subject to the act are fully protected from any unreasonable or inappropriate remedial order under the abuse
of discretion standard that the legislature itself had
chosen to adopt in broadly authorizing the commission
to issue any order that the commission, ‘‘in its discretion, believes appropriate to rectify the denial of any
right conferred’’ by the act. (Emphasis added.) General
Statutes § 1-206 (b) (2).
II
Applying that standard to the orders in the present
case, which require that the plaintiff tape-record its
executive and closed sessions for a period of three
years, I would conclude that the orders were, indeed, an
abuse of discretion. The following facts and procedural
history are relevant to my conclusion in that regard. As
the majority has explained, the town of Glastonbury

adopted a code of ethics (code) in July, 2003, and,
pursuant to General Statutes § 7-148h (a),5 established
the plaintiff to investigate complaints alleging violations
of the code. Pursuant to General Statutes § 1-82a (a),6
the plaintiff is required to keep all ethics complaints
confidential until it determines that the allegations are
supported by probable cause. The plaintiff, which consists of seven volunteer members, was tasked with
drafting the rules, procedures and forms necessary to
carry out its duties, a process that took more than one
year. The four orders at issue in this appeal arose in
connection with four unrelated meetings that the plaintiff conducted on September 13, 2004, December 13,
2004, January 10, 2005, and February 28, 2005, from
which the public was excluded. All four meetings took
place within a six month period preceding or following
the plaintiff’s adoption of its governing rules and procedures. Following each of the meetings, Karen Emerick,
alone or together with Dana Evans, filed a complaint
with the commission alleging that the plaintiff had violated the act by conducting the meeting in executive
or closed session.
At its September 13, 2004 meeting, the plaintiff went
into executive session to consider a complaint filed by
Emerick on August 23, 2004, alleging violations of the
code by members of the town council. Following its
receipt of the complaint, the plaintiff sent Emerick a
letter informing her that, under its proposed rules and
procedures, which were not yet finalized, it would not
receive ‘‘[c]omplaints’’ directly from the public but,
rather, would receive ‘‘[i]nquiries’’ from the public that,
after an investigation, might or might not result in the
filing of a formal complaint. The letter indicated that,
for the time being, the plaintiff would treat Emerick’s
complaint as ‘‘correspondence,’’ which it would address
at its next meeting. At that meeting, the plaintiff indicated that it had received its first ethics complaint, that
the complaint had been filed on an incorrect form and
that it was not yet ready to receive or investigate complaints but that it had planned to meet in executive
session immediately following the public portion of the
meeting to discuss the complaint and to determine what
to do with it. The executive session that followed lasted
approximately forty minutes, during which the plaintiff
discussed the contents of Emerick’s complaint but not
its merits. The plaintiff otherwise took no action of any
kind on the complaint.
On September 15, 2004, the plaintiff sent a letter to
Emerick informing her that it had treated her complaint
as an ‘‘[i]nquiry’’ for purposes of its September 13, 2004
meeting but that it was not yet prepared to accept such
inquiries because its procedures ‘‘were still in the process of being refined’’ and had not yet been approved
by the town’s legal counsel. The letter stated that it
‘‘looked forward to entertaining [Emerick’s] ‘request’
when presented in the proper form.’’ Thereafter, on

November 8, 2004, the plaintiff sent Emerick a ‘‘packet
of materials’’ to assist her in submitting her inquiry in
the proper form if she remained interested in pursuing
her complaint against the town council members. At
the December 13, 2004, January 10, 2005, and February
28, 2005 meetings, the plaintiff met in closed session
to consider unrelated requests for advisory opinions
from two local officials regarding ethics concerns relative to their jobs.7
On August 10, 2005, the commission issued its decision concerning the September 13, 2004 executive session, concluding that the plaintiff had violated the act
by meeting in executive session to discuss Emerick’s
complaint because, inter alia, § 1-200 (6)8 does not permit an agency to meet in executive session for such
a purpose. In reaching its decision, the commission
rejected the plaintiff’s contention that the executive
session was proper under §§ 1-82a and 7-148h, which
require the plaintiff to maintain the confidentiality of
its investigations into alleged ethics violations until it
determines that there is probable cause to support the
allegations. The commission concluded that, because
the plaintiff had elected to treat Emerick’s complaint
as ‘‘correspondence’’ rather than as a complaint, the
meeting did not fall within the purview of §§ 1-82a and
7-148h.9 The commission issued an order requiring the
plaintiff, within ninety days, to ‘‘cause minutes to be
filed of the September 13, 2004 executive session. In
preparing such minutes, the [plaintiff] shall ensure that
the minutes disclose what transpired in [the] executive
session to the same degree as would have been revealed
by conducting the session in public.’’
On December 14, 2005, the commission issued its
decisions concerning the December 13, 2004, January
10, 2005, and February 28, 2005 meetings, concluding
that the plaintiff had violated the act by meeting in
executive session on those days to discuss requests for
advisory opinions because, inter alia, § 1-200 (6) does
not permit an agency to meet in executive session for
that purpose. The commission further concluded that
the meetings were improper under §§ 1-82a and 7-148h
because discussions relating to requests for advisory
opinions do not pertain to the investigation of alleged
ethics violations within the meaning of those statutes.
The commission again ordered the plaintiff to file
minutes of all three meetings disclosing what had transpired in the meetings ‘‘to the same degree as would
have been revealed by conducting the session[s] in
public.’’
By the time the commission issued its August 10 and
December 14, 2005 orders, only two of the plaintiff’s
original members who were present at the four challenged meetings were still members. After the plaintiff
filed amended minutes summarizing its actions at each
of the meetings,10 Emerick, either individually or

together with Evans, filed complaints with the commission alleging that the amended minutes were not in
compliance with the August 10 and December 14, 2005
orders. Hearings were conducted on these new complaints subsequent to which the commission issued the
orders at issue in this appeal. With respect to the
amended minutes from the September 13, 2004 executive session, the commission found in relevant part:
‘‘For a variety of reasons, the [c]ommission finds that
the [a]mended [m]inutes are not consistent with the
facts previously found concerning the September 13,
2004 meeting . . . and do not comply with the [c]ommission’s order [of August 10, 2005].’’ ‘‘First, it is found
that the [September 13, 2004] executive session . . .
lasted approximately [forty] minutes . . . but that the
[a]mended [m]inutes do not reveal any details consistent with a discussion of that length. While the
[a]mended [m]inutes might arguably be a summary of
the [forty] minute discussion, they do not disclose what
transpired to the same degree as would have been
revealed by conducting a [forty] minute session in public.’’ ‘‘Further, [at the commission hearing that resulted
in the August 10, 2005 order], the [plaintiff] contended
that it convened in executive session to avoid embarrassing a public employee or having allegations aired
in public that were ultimately determined to have no
substance. Since nothing in the amended minutes could
conceivably embarrass a public employee, and nothing
in the amended minutes airs any allegations in public,
it is found that either the [plaintiff] misrepresented its
purpose for convening in executive session . . . or it
failed to disclose matters discussed in executive session
in its [a]mended [m]inutes.’’ ‘‘Additionally, at the [commission hearing that resulted in the August 10, 2005
order], the chair[person] of the [plaintiff] testified that
the [plaintiff] actually discussed the ‘correspondence,’
although the discussion was asserted to be different
from discussion of the correspondence as an ethics
complaint or inquiry. However, it is found that nothing
in the [a]mended [m]inutes reflects any details of the
discussion of the correspondence, either as an ethics
complaint or otherwise, beyond the bald assertion that
the correspondence was ‘briefly discussed.’ ’’ ‘‘The
[c]ommission does not believe that imposing a civil
penalty in this case will cure the memories of the [plaintiff’s] members . . . or produce better minutes of the
September 13, 2004 executive session.’’ ‘‘The [c]ommission does not believe that it would be fruitful to continue
to order the [plaintiff] to comply with [the commission’s] order [of August 10, 2005], given the apparent
resistance of . . . the [plaintiff] to comply, the passage
of time, and the turnover in the [plaintiff’s] membership.’’
The commission therefore ordered that the plaintiff,
‘‘[b]eginning [ninety] days following the issuance of
[the] final decision, and continuing for a period of three

years thereafter . . . make and maintain an electronic
audio recording of each of its executive sessions, or
any other meeting of the [plaintiff] that is closed to the
public. All such audio recordings shall be preserved for
the entire [three year] period . . . .’’ The commission
also noted that, ‘‘[i]n the event that a complaint is filed
alleging a violation by the [plaintiff] of the open meetings provisions of the . . . [a]ct, such recordings shall
be made available to the [c]ommission for in camera
inspection.’’
With respect to the amended minutes of the December 13, 2004, January 10, 2005, and February 28, 2005
meetings, the commission found that the plaintiff had
failed to comply with the commission’s orders directing
the plaintiff to cause such minutes to be filed because
the amended minutes were not sufficiently detailed with
respect to the discussions that occurred at the challenged meetings. The commission ordered the same
relief as it had ordered with respect to the amended
minutes of the September 13, 2004 meeting.
The plaintiff appealed from the commission’s decisions, claiming, inter alia, that the orders directing it
to make and maintain audio recordings of its executive
and closed sessions for a period of three years exceeded
the commission’s statutory authority under § 1-206 (b)
(2) and were arbitrary, capricious and an abuse of discretion because, inter alia, the evidence and findings of
the commission did ‘‘not justify the substantial intrusion
and prejudice that result from the order[s] . . . .’’ With
respect to the latter claim, the plaintiff contended that
two of the commission’s stated reasons for concluding
that no other remedy would suffice, namely, the passage
of time and the turnover in the plaintiff’s membership,
clearly were not the product of intentional noncompliance but, rather, were ‘‘solely the product of delays in
the [commission] process itself.’’ The plaintiff contended that the orders ‘‘ignore[d] the presumption that
public officials will perform their duties in good faith
and in a manner loyal to the public’’ and would have
a ‘‘chilling effect’’ on the plaintiff’s work because the
plaintiff’s members, witnesses and others who appear
before the plaintiff may be reluctant to discuss potential
ethics violations openly and frankly if they know their
statements are being recorded. Finally, the plaintiff contended that the commission’s finding that the plaintiff
had failed to comply with the commission’s August 10
and December 14, 2005 orders was clearly erroneous
in view of the reliable, probative and substantial evidence in the record.
In its memorandum of decision dismissing the plaintiff’s appeals, the trial court addressed only the plaintiff’s claim that the commission had exceeded its
remedial authority under the act. After the trial court
issued its decision, the plaintiff sought an articulation
of the legal and factual bases underlying the trial court’s

rejection of its other claims, which the trial court
denied. The plaintiff subsequently filed with the Appellate Court a motion for review of the trial court’s denial
of its motion for articulation. The Appellate Court
granted the motion and granted the relief requested
therein as to two of the requested articulations only,
including an articulation of the factual and legal bases
of the trial court’s conclusion that the plaintiff had
failed to comply with the commission’s August 10 and
December 14, 2005 orders.11 Thereafter, the trial court
issued an articulation stating that it had upheld the
commission’s finding that the plaintiff had failed to
comply with the orders because the September 13, 2004
executive session had lasted forty minutes but the
amended minutes ‘‘gave no indication’’ of the nature
and substance of the discussion that had taken place
during the meeting.
On appeal, the plaintiff renews all of the claims that
it raised in the trial court. In particular, the plaintiff
claims that the trial court incorrectly concluded that
the commission did not abuse its discretion in ordering
the plaintiff to make and maintain audio recordings of
its executive and closed sessions for a period of three
years. In support of this claim, the plaintiff cites the
chilling effect that the orders will have on the plaintiff’s
ability to engage in confidential communications with
its legal counsel, to conduct confidential inquiries into
alleged ethics violations, and to engage in confidential
communications when in executive session. The plaintiff maintains, moreover, that the orders are ‘‘grossly
overbroad’’ in light of the commission’s stated reason
for issuing them, that is, its concern ‘‘that evidence
of what transpires in the [plaintiff’s] future executive
sessions . . . might be similarly forgotten or lost with
the passage of time.’’ (Internal quotation marks omitted.) The plaintiff asserts that the commission could
have addressed this concern in a manner far less intrusive and prejudicial to the plaintiff by ordering that
future complaints against the plaintiff be heard on an
expedited basis in accordance with § 1-206 (b) (1).12
Finally, the plaintiff contends that the commission’s
orders were unreasonable and unnecessary in view of
the fact that all four of the challenged meetings
‘‘occurred over a six month period when [the] relatively
new [group] of volunteers [comprising the plaintiff] was
trying to figure out how to comply with [the act] as
well as its confidentiality obligations under §§ 1-82a and
7-148h.’’ The plaintiff maintains that, once it became
aware that it had violated the act by conducting the
challenged meetings in executive or closed session, it
immediately implemented procedural changes so that
similar violations would not recur. For all of the reasons
asserted by the plaintiff, I would conclude that the commission’s orders in this case constituted an abuse of discretion.
In reaching my conclusion, I am mindful that

‘‘[r]eview of an administrative agency decision requires
a court to determine whether there is substantial evidence in the administrative record to support the
agency’s findings of basic fact and whether the conclusions drawn from those facts are reasonable. . . . Neither this court nor the trial court may retry the case or
substitute its own judgment for that of the administrative agency on the weight of the evidence or questions
of fact. . . . Our ultimate duty is to determine, in view
of all of the evidence, whether the agency, in issuing
its order, acted unreasonably, arbitrarily, illegally or
in abuse of its discretion.’’ (Citations omitted; internal
quotation marks omitted.) Dolgner v. Alander, 237
Conn. 272, 280, 676 A.2d 865 (1996). By any measure,
ordering an agency to record its executive sessions is
an extraordinary remedy, particularly when, as in the
present case, the agency is an ethics commission that,
in addition to conducting executive sessions for the
purposes enumerated in § 1-200 (6); see footnote 8 of
this opinion; is required by law to conduct all of its
investigations in closed sessions. See General Statutes
§ 1-82a (a). In light of the special confidentiality rules
pertaining to ethics commissions, one would expect the
relief ordered in this case to be reserved for the most
egregious violations of the act. Notably, the commission
has not cited a single case in which similar relief has
been ordered with respect to any agency, let alone an
ethics commission.
I also agree with the plaintiff that the nature of the
violations in this case does not justify the level of intrusion into the plaintiff’s privileged communications that
necessarily will result from the commission’s orders.
As the plaintiff contends, all four of the challenged
meetings occurred during a six month period in which
the plaintiff was still familiarizing itself with the rules
governing agencies of its kind and, more importantly,
before the commission had issued its first ruling in this
case alerting the plaintiff to the fact that its practices
were not in compliance with the act. As a consequence,
the plaintiff never was afforded an opportunity to adjust
its practices in light of the commission’s ruling so that
it might demonstrate both its understanding of the act
and its willingness to comply with the act’s requirements. In my view, the fact that the orders require the
plaintiff to record its executive and closed sessions for a
period of three years, six times longer than the plaintiff
even had been in existence when it committed the violations, simply underscores the unreasonableness of
the orders.
In light of my conclusion that the orders constitute
an abuse of discretion under all of the relevant circumstances, it is unnecessary to address the plaintiff’s claim
that the trial court incorrectly concluded that the commission’s finding that the plaintiff had failed to comply
with the August 10 and December 14, 2005 orders was
supported by substantial evidence. Nevertheless, my

review of the amended minutes that the plaintiff filed
in connection with the August 10 and December 14, 2005
orders reinforces my conclusion that the commission
acted unreasonably in ordering the plaintiff to record
its executive sessions as a remedy for the plaintiff’s
purported failure to comply with the August 10 and
December 14, 2005 orders. Indeed, I am hard pressed
to see how the amended minutes did not comply with
those orders.
With respect to the amended minutes of the September 13, 2004 meeting, the plaintiff contends, and I agree,
that the summary of the executive session provided in
those minutes; see footnote 10 of this opinion; is all
that the plaintiff was permitted to disclose under §§ 182a (a) and 7-148h (a). As I previously indicated, the
commission found that the summary did not comply
with its order of August 10, 2005, because it did not
disclose what transpired at the September 13, 2004
executive session to the same degree that it would have
disclosed if the meeting had been conducted publicly.
In support of this finding, the commission stated that
the plaintiff previously had established that it had convened in executive session on that day ‘‘to avoid embarrassing a public employee or having allegations aired
in public that were ultimately determined to have no
substance.’’ The commission further stated, however,
that ‘‘nothing in the amended minutes could conceivably embarrass a public employee, and nothing in the
amended minutes airs any allegations in public . . . .’’
The commission therefore ‘‘found that either the [plaintiff] misrepresented its purpose for convening in executive session . . . or it failed to disclose matters discussed in executive session in its [a]mended [m]inutes.’’
Although the commission’s findings, which appear to
fault the plaintiff for failing to disclose the ‘‘embarrassing’’ allegations that it was required by law to keep
confidential, are confusing at best, it must be assumed
that they are attributable to a misapprehension of the
confidentiality requirements of § 1-82a. See footnote 6
of this opinion. In any event, those findings clearly do
not support the extraordinary relief that the commission ordered in this case. This also is true of the
amended minutes for the December 13, 2004, January
10, 2005 and February 28, 2005 meetings. The summaries of the closed sessions provided in those minutes;
see footnote 10 of this opinion; which included the
requests for advisory opinions that were discussed during the meetings, the decisions that the plaintiff subsequently issued with respect to the requests and a
statement of how each member voted on the requests,
were more than adequate to apprise the public of what
had transpired at those meetings. As with the amended
minutes of the September 13, 2004 meeting, therefore,
they, too, provided inadequate justification for the
extreme remedy that the commission ordered in this
case.

Accordingly, I concur in the result that the majority
reaches, namely, its reversal of the trial court’s judgments dismissing the plaintiff’s appeals.
1

Karen Emerick, a complainant in the four underlying freedom of information cases, and Dana Evans, a complainant in three of those cases, are also
defendants. Emerick and Evans have adopted the brief of the commission.
2
General Statutes § 1-206 (b) (2) also provides in relevant part: ‘‘The
commission may declare null and void any action taken at any meeting
which a person was denied the right to attend and may require the production
or copying of any public record. In addition, upon the finding that a denial
of any right created by the . . . [a]ct was without reasonable grounds . . .
the commission may, in its discretion, impose . . . a civil penalty of not
less than twenty dollars nor more than one thousand dollars. . . .’’ The
commission has not invoked these provisions in the present case.
3
As the majority states, the term ‘‘rectify’’ is so defined in the dictionary.
4
I note that the majority also seeks to minimize the significance of an order
requiring an agency’s future adherence to the commission’s interpretation of
the act by characterizing such an order as one that merely ‘‘direct[s] an
agency . . . to comply henceforth with the act . . . .’’ The majority’s reasoning is unavailing for at least two reasons. First, because an agency may
disagree with the commission’s interpretation of the provision of the act at
issue, an order directing the agency to adhere to that interpretation at all
times in the future can hardly be characterized as minor or insignificant.
More to the point, however, it cannot be denied that such an order affects
only the future conduct of the agency and, therefore, ‘‘bears no direct
remedial effect’’ on the violation.
In addition, the majority states that ‘‘orders requiring public officials to
participate in training sessions provide a basis from which the commission
can ascertain whether . . . sanctions [under the act for future noncompliance with the act] are warranted.’’ To the extent that the majority relies on
this assertion to support its contention that such an order somehow falls
outside of its holding, I do not follow the majority’s reasoning. Section 1206 (b) (2) is the only authority that the commission has to require officials
to attend a training session, and, therefore, any such order necessarily is
issued by the commission as a remedial order under that provision. Moreover, the order clearly is prospective and is designed to ensure compliance
with the act in the future. Consequently, an order requiring an official to
attend a training session is a prospective remedial order issued under § 1206 (b) (2) that, like an order requiring compliance with the commission’s
interpretation of the act, has ‘‘no direct remedial effect’’ on the violation.
Thus, despite the majority’s contrary assertion, such an order is precisely
the kind of order that the majority has determined the commission lacks
the authority to issue.
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General Statutes § 7-148h (a) provides: ‘‘Any town, city, district, as
defined in section 7-324, or borough may, by charter provision or ordinance,
establish a board, commission, council, committee or other agency to investigate allegations of unethical conduct, corrupting influence or illegal activities
levied against any official, officer or employee of such town, city, district
or borough. The provisions of subsections (a) to (e), inclusive, of section
1-82a shall apply to allegations before any such agency of such conduct,
influence or activities, to an investigation of such allegations conducted
prior to a probable cause finding, and to a finding of probable cause or no
probable cause. Any board, commission, council, committee or other agency
established pursuant to this section may issue subpoenas or subpoenas
duces tecum, enforceable upon application to the Superior Court, to compel
the attendance of persons at hearings and the production of books, documents, records and papers.’’
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General Statutes § 1-82a (a) provides: ‘‘Unless a judge trial referee makes
a finding of probable cause, a complaint alleging a violation of [the code
of ethics for public officials] shall be confidential except upon the request
of the respondent. An evaluation of a possible violation of [the code] by
the Office of State Ethics prior to the filing of a complaint shall be confidential
except upon the request of the subject of the evaluation. If the evaluation
is confidential, any information supplied to or received from the Office of
State Ethics shall not be disclosed to any third party by a subject of the
evaluation, a person contacted for the purpose of obtaining information or
by the ethics enforcement officer or staff of the Office of State Ethics. No
provision of this subsection shall prevent the Office of State Ethics from
reporting the possible commission of a crime to the Chief State’s Attorney

or other prosecutorial authority.’’
7
At the December 13, 2004 and January 10, 2005 meetings, the plaintiff
met in closed session to discuss a request by the probate judge for the
Glastonbury probate district for an advisory opinion on whether appearing
before town boards and commissions on behalf of clients of his law firm
in land use matters would constitute a conflict of interest under the code.
At the February 28, 2005 meeting, the plaintiff met in closed session to
discuss a request by a member of the board of tax assessment appeals of
the town of Glastonbury for an advisory opinion on whether he should
disqualify himself from cases involving current or former clients of his real
estate business.
8
General Statutes § 1-200 (6) defines ‘‘ ‘[e]xecutive sessions’ ’’ as ‘‘a meeting of a public agency at which the public is excluded for one or more of
the following purposes: (A) Discussion concerning the appointment, employment, performance, evaluation, health or dismissal of a public officer or
employee, provided that such individual may require that discussion be held
at an open meeting; (B) strategy and negotiations with respect to pending
claims or pending litigation to which the public agency or a member thereof,
because of the member’s conduct as a member of such agency, is a party
until such litigation or claim has been finally adjudicated or otherwise settled;
(C) matters concerning security strategy or the deployment of security
personnel, or devices affecting public security; (D) discussion of the selection of a site or the lease, sale or purchase of real estate by a political
subdivision of the state when publicity regarding such site, lease, sale,
purchase or construction would cause a likelihood of increased price until
such time as all of the property has been acquired or all proceedings or
transactions concerning same have been terminated or abandoned; and (E)
discussion of any matter which would result in the disclosure of public
records or the information contained therein described in subsection (b)
of section 1-210.’’
9
Specifically, the commission stated: ‘‘It is found that §§ 1-82a and 7-148h
. . . apply by their express terms only to complaints alleging ethics violations . . . and proceedings conducted prior to a finding of probable cause.
In this case, it was the [plaintiff’s] own decision to treat [Emerick’s] August
23, 2004 letter not as an ethics complaint . . . but as ‘other correspondence.’
Moreover, regardless of what the [plaintiff] called [Emerick’s] August 23,
2004 correspondence, it did not treat it as an ethics complaint, did not
discuss the merits of the correspondence, and did not take any actions that
might lead to a finding of probable cause.’’ ‘‘The [plaintiff] maintains that
it [did not] know what to do with the . . . correspondence, [was not] ready
to receive it, and convened in executive session to avoid embarrassing a
public employee or having allegations aired in public that were ultimately
determined to have no substance.’’ ‘‘However, it is concluded that the [plaintiff] has not stated a permissible purpose for an executive session . . . and
that its closed session did not fall within the provisions of §§ 1-82a and 7148h . . . . Moreover, the [c]ommission notes that the [plaintiff], as an
alternative to discussing [Emerick’s] correspondence in . . . executive session, could simply have elected not to discuss it at all.’’
10
The amended minutes of the September 13, 2004 meeting provide in
relevant part: ‘‘Item 11, Executive Session: Consideration of written citizen
communication containing potentially confidential information.
‘‘Because the [plaintiff] has no professional staff to screen correspondence, [members of the plaintiff] received and discussed correspondence
from a citizen seeking to bring [an] accusation of unethical behavior against
certain town officials. Because the [plaintiff] was still refining its procedures
and thus not yet prepared to accept formal inquiries, but because the [plaintiff] wished, as a courtesy to the correspondent, to read the correspondence
and determine whether there might be any way in which to more immediately
address the concerns expressed [therein], [members of the plaintiff] read
and briefly discussed the correspondence. [They] came to [an] agreement
that the issue raised could only be treated as a formal [i]nquiry and only
when the [plaintiff] would be fully equipped to address [i]nquiries. No votes
were taken. All conclusions were reached by general agreement, with no
objections raised by any [member].’’
The amended minutes of the December 13, 2004 meeting provide in relevant part: ‘‘[The chairperson of the plaintiff] distributed copies of a request
for [an] [a]dvisory [o]pinion, which the [members of the plaintiff] agreed
to take up at the January [2005] [m]eeting. . . . [The chairperson] suggested
that the initial consideration should be whether the [plaintiff] would have
jurisdiction to issue an opinion in the particular case. Brief general discussion

indicated agreement with the suggestion. No votes were taken. All conclusions were reached by general agreement, with no objections raised by
any [member].’’
The amended minutes of the January 10, 2005 meeting provide in relevant
part: ‘‘[Members of the plaintiff] discussed a request for an [a]dvisory [o]pinion from a town official. [They] concluded that the [plaintiff] did not have
jurisdiction in the particular case. [One of the plaintiff’s members] agreed
to write the decision. (Document on file.) No votes were taken. All conclusions were reached by general agreement, with no objections raised by
any [member].’’
The amended minutes of the February 28, 2005 meeting provide in relevant
part: ‘‘[Members of the plaintiff] discussed a request from a board member
for an [a]dvisory [o]pinion concerning [a] potential conflict of interest
between his official duties and his employment. [They] determined that [a]
conflict and/or appearance of conflict could arise in specific circumstances
and advised that the board member recuse himself from acting if those
circumstances should arise. [One of the plaintiff’s members] agreed to write
the decision. (Document on file.) No votes were taken. All conclusions were
reached by general agreement, with no objections raised by any [member].’’
The record reflects that, in addition to the amended minutes of the December 13, 2004, January 10, 2005, and February 28, 2005 meetings, the plaintiff
also filed copies of the two requests for an advisory opinion that the board
had received and discussed at those meetings, together with the plaintiff’s
decisions with respect to each of those requests.
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The Appellate Court also granted the plaintiff’s request for an articulation
of the factual and legal bases of the trial court’s determination that the
August 10 and December 14, 2005 orders were not void for vagueness.
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General Statutes § 1-206 (b) (1) provides in relevant part: ‘‘If a notice
of appeal concerns an announced agency decision to meet in executive
session or an ongoing agency practice of meeting in executive sessions, for a
stated purpose, the commission or a member or members of the commission
designated by its chairperson shall serve notice upon the parties in accordance with this section and hold a preliminary hearing on the appeal not
later than seventy-two hours after receipt of the notice, provided such notice
shall be given to the parties at least forty-eight hours prior to such hearing.
During such preliminary hearing, the commission shall take evidence and
receive testimony from the parties. If after the preliminary hearing the
commission finds probable cause to believe that the agency decision or
practice is in violation of sections 1-200 and 1-225, the agency shall not
meet in executive session for such purpose until the commission decides
the appeal. If probable cause is found by the commission, it shall conduct
a final hearing on the appeal and render its decision not later than five days
after the completion of the preliminary hearing. Such decision shall specify
the commission’s findings of fact and conclusions of law.’’

